Starting Point
Designer: Joji Locatelli
Yarn: CoBaSi by HiKoo®
Welcome to the First skacel Look Book!

Whether you’re looking for inspiration for yourself, or someone else, we know this look book will be just the thing to get your creative juices flowing!

This look book features 23 patterns from some of the industry’s most popular designers! Projects vary from hats to sweaters and range over skacel’s three yarn lines: HiKoo®, Schoppel and Zitron.

How to Navigate
Browsing through our collection of patterns and yarns is easy with our digital look book! Simply click on any pattern to be directed to its Ravelry page. Or, click on any yarn to learn more and see the range of available colors!

Special Thanks
Our thanks to all of the designers who granted us permission to feature their beautiful, original designs!

Skacel supports designers and we hope you will, too!
Please respect copyright laws.

Support
Please direct pattern questions to the respective designer. Any other questions may be directed to: info@skacelknitting.com
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Nesoi Tee
Miriam Felton

We held two strands of HiKoo® Alpaca Lace Light together throughout to create this easy, breezy tee that is sure to please!

While the pattern does not suggest double stranding, we did as Alpaca Lace Light is quite a thin lace weight yarn.
```
Do you see the little dragons?
The wings? 
The pointy heads?

Wrap yourself in gentle lace shawl and feel warm in any time and circumstances: in a cool summer evenings, in an air conditioned office or evening theater’s performance.

You would not make too far without being complemented on your shawl.”
- Irina Eberhardt
```
“Mares' tails, more commonly known as cirrus uncinus, is derived from Latin, meaning “curly hooks”. These clouds are generally sparse in the sky and very thin. This shawl reflects this image with it's sparse use of a small lace motif and textural body.

Knit in this beautiful ‘Nebula’ colorway in HiKoo® Alpaca Lace Light, it’s like a summer breeze on your shoulders and neck!”

- Katie Rempe
The shawl is knit in one piece - the center and edgings are worked simultaneously, so when it's done - it's done.

Dedicated to the memory of my maternal grandmother, Giovannina (Jennie) Bua Palmeri. Part of a series of lace designs celebrating women in my family. Others include Sahar and Pauline.

- Franklin Habit
Rosarian

Melinda VerMeer

**Featured Pattern**
Name: Rosarian
Availability: $Free on Ravelry & Knitty.com
Needles: 3.75mm (US 5) & 4mm (US 6)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® CoBaSi
220 yards/hank
4-6 hanks depending on size
55% Cotton, 21% Elastic Nylon,
16% Bamboo, 8% Silk
Shown in color #68 - Curacao

“Rosarian’s unique shape and drapy fabric create a flattering silhouette for most any body type and the rows of dropped stitches make for a speedy knit to kick off your warm weather knitting.

Rosarian is knit in HiKoo® CoBaSi, a fingering weight cotton with a little silk and bamboo for shine and drape and just enough elastic to keep its shape; the perfect summer sweater yarn.”

- Melinda VerMeer
Find Your Fade
Andrea Mowry

**Featured Pattern**
Name: Find Your Fade  
Availability: $7.00 on Ravelry  
Needle: 3.5mm (US 4)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® CoBaSi Tonal & Multi  
220 yards/hank - 7 colors  
55% Cotton, 21% Elastic Nylon, 16% Bamboo, 8% Silk  
Shown in color #813 (1 hank), #938 (1 hank), #815 (2 hanks), #968 (2 hanks), #816 (2 hanks), #951 (2 hanks), & #814 (1 hank)

“Starting at a single point and growing, shifting and fading into a piece that begs to be wrapped up in. This asymmetrical triangle shawl uses some clever increasing and decreasing, combined with relaxing garter stitch and simple lace so that you have a fun-to-knit canvas to play with mixing colors on! This shawl is all about making it your own. Let your creativity shine!!” - Andrea Mowry

For great tips on how to pick out the colors of your shawl, visit the project page on Ravelry!
Starting Point

Designer: Joji Locatelli
Yarn: CoBaSi by HiKoo®

Featured Pattern
Name: Starting Point
Availability: $5.00 on Ravelry
Needles: 4mm (US 6)

Featured Yarn
HiKoo® CoBaSi
220 yards/hank
2 hanks ea of 5 colors
55% Cotton, 21% Elastic Nylon, 16% Bamboo, 8% Silk
Shown in color #001, #021, #014, #002, & #057

“This amazing wrap is worked from both ends towards the centre with a super fun chevron construction, and joined as you work (no seaming or kitchener required!).

The possible combinations for this wrap are so vast, and the achieved results can be so diverse... ANY color combination will work and will give you a beautiful piece, but remember this will be a big wrap and you will want to wear it. So go for colors that compliment your wardrobe and you feel happy and beautiful in!”

- Joji Locatelli
So Faded
Andrea Mowry

“This sweater sums up my ideal raglan pullover: worked from the top down, completely seamless, and just a little bit of texture to make it fit into a more modern wardrobe!

Adjust the length of the sleeves and the body easily to fit your personal style!”

- Andrea Mowry

Featured Pattern
Name: So Faded
Availability: $7.00 on Ravelry
Needles: 3.25mm (US 3) & 3.75mm (US 5)

Featured Yarn
HiKoo® CoBaSi Multi
220 yards/hank
Yarn amounts depend on size
55% Cotton, 21% Elastic Nylon, 16% Bamboo, 8% Silk
Shown in color #811, #817, #812, #816, & #814
Kate’s Everyday Sweater

Designer: The Chilly Dog
Yarn: CoBaSi Plus by HiKoo®

"I was giddy when my adult daughter asked if I would design a sweater especially for her. She had a very specific list of requirements: Something that can be worn every day, machine washable, rounded neckline that’s not too tight, flattering shape with small splits at the sides, sleeves that aren’t too short, textured stitchwork, pretty color. I think I nailed it!"

- Ellen Thomas, The Chilly Dog

**Featured Pattern**
Name: Kate’s Everyday Sweater
Availability: $5.00 from shop.thechillydog.com
Needle: 3.75mm (US 5)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® CoBaSi Plus
177 yards/hank
9-10 hanks depending on size
55% Cotton, 16% Bamboo, 8% Silk, 21% Elastic Nylon
Shown in color #46 - Crimson
Concentric Chevron Cowl
Designer: Chuck Wilmesher
Yarn: Concentric by HiKoo®

**Featured Pattern**
Name: Concentric Chevron Cowl
Availability: $Free - Ravelry
Needle: 5.5mm (US 9)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® Concentric
437 yards/ball - 1 ball
100% Baby Alpaca
Shown in color #1021 - Rainbow’s Beginning

This stunning cowl is the perfect design to show off the gradual color changing feature of HiKoo® Concentric!

Just one ball will make this beautiful cowl and the pattern is easy to memorize, so you can bring it with you to knit on the go!

This worsted weight yarn is also super-soft, ensuring you’ll have no problem wearing it against the skin.
Behind The Scenes
Designer: Michelle “Knit Purl” Hunter
Yarn: Oh! by HiKoo®

Featured Pattern
Name: Behind The Scenes
Availability: $6.00 on Ravelry
Needles: 6mm (US 10)
(4) 1” round buttons
Skacel Button #BM0718H30 shown

Featured Yarn
HiKoo® Oh!
191 yards/hank – 2 hanks
100% Super Baby Alpaca
Shown in color #149 - Wow

This cowl was featured as a skacel sponsored KAL, hosted by designer Michelle ‘Knit Purl’ Hunter.

Made in lucious HiKoo® Oh! yarn, you’ll never take this beauty off! The finished cowl can be worn with a single, or double loop and features four 1” horn buttons.

As with all of Michelle’s patterns, free video lessons are referenced throughout.
Chaleur
Designer: Julie Hoover
Yarn: Oh! by HiKoo®

**Featured Pattern**
Name: Chaleur
Availability: $8.00 on Ravelry
Needles: 5.5mm (US 9)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® Oh!
191 yards/hank
7-9 hanks depending on size
100% Super Baby Alpaca
Shown in color #145 - Fudge

"An ultrachic oversized popover that's otherworldly cozy. With details like a handsome heathered yarn, oh so subtle herringbone pattern, and three-quarter length sleeves, it's perfect for pairing with whatever you happen to have on. Add long sleeves or gloves for even more sophistication. Extra-loose fit. Falls to below hip." - Julie Hoover
#17 Colorwork Pullover

**Featured Pattern**
Name: #17 Colorwork Pullover  
Availability: Vogue Knitting Magazine, Winter 2016/17  
Needles: 4.5mm (US 7)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® SimpliCria  
95 yards/ball  
Yarn amounts depend on size  
100% Super Baby Alpaca  
Shown in color #254 Purple Haze, #250 Peach Fuzz, #253 Red Velvet, #252 Tropical Rain

“A close-fitting drop-shoulder pullover will layer nicely under a winter coat, and in spongy super baby alpaca SimpliCria by HiKoo®, it’s more than soft enough to wear right next to your skin.

Bright houndstooth colorwork on the lower sleeves and body is tempered by a solid upper body and sleeves, all bordered with a simple k2, p2 rib.” - Emma Wright
Grand Lattice Stole
Designer: Katie Rempe
Yarn: Sueño Tonal by HiKoo®

**Featured Pattern**
Name: Grand Lattice Stole
Availability: $6.00 on Ravelry
Needles: 5.5mm (US 9)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® Sueño Tonal
255 yards/hank - 3 hanks
80% Superwash Merino Wool
20% Viscose from Bamboo
Shown in color #1447 - Reflecting Pool Tonal

“While this is a year-round piece, it would be the perfect option for summer knitting.
Enjoy finding new ways to style this stole as every hole in the pattern acts as a button hole!” - Katie Rempe

Finish it off with three 1” buttons like our beautiful Coconut and Resin skacel Buttons. Shown with style #BS1029C40.
Brookings Crew
Designer: Marie Greene
Yarn: Sueño Worsted Tonal by HiKoo®

**Featured Pattern**
Name: Brookings Crew
Availability: $7.00 on Ravelry
Needles: 5mm, 4.5mm, 4mm, & 3.5mm (US 8, 7, 6 & 4)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® Sueño Worsted Tonal
182 yards/hank
6-8 hanks depending on size
80% Superwash Merino Wool
20% Viscose from Bamboo
Shown in color #1501 - Seattle Beach Tonal

“Brookings Crew is a crewneck version of Marie’s Brookings pullover (v-neck) with sizing for men (or a unisex fit)!

With a broader fit at the shoulders, hearty cables down the front and seed-stitch panels on the sleeves, this worsted weight pullover knits up quickly with handsome results.”
- Marie Greene
**Featured Pattern**
Name: Into The Woods Bag
Availability: $6.00 on Ravelry
Hook: 5mm (US H)

**Featured Yarn**
HiKoo® Woodi
60 yards/hank
53% Abaca Pulp, 47% Cotton
3 hanks MC
1 hank CC1
1 hank CC2

Yes, it's crochet!

“This cute and functional crochet bag will be the immediate envy of all your friends!”

Pair your three favorite colors of HiKoo® Woodi to make this 5 hank bag that is sure to become your new go-to purse, project bag and more!

Great for adventurous beginners and beyond!” Kim Olsen

Into The Woods Bag
Designer: Kim Olsen
Yarn: Woodi by HiKoo®
Go Away Doormat

Featured Pattern
Name: Go Away Doormat
Availability: $0.50 on Ravelry for ad-free
Hook: 6mm (US J)

Featured Yarn
HiKoo® Woodi
- 60 yards/hank
- 53% Abaca Pulp, 47% Cotton
- 4 hanks MC (shown in #1015 - Palm)
- 2 hank CC (shown in #1019 - Spruce)

“This pattern is super playful, silly, and definitely will get people talking... especially if they came over to your house to see you anyway. It’s a fun way to be able to add personality and decoration to your home with your crochet skills.” - Divine Debris
“Make a simple but cleverly constructed hat that brings out the beauty of this Gradient yarn.

This hat is a quick knit that even adventurous beginners will be able to master. The name? The angled stripes reminded me of the fields surrounding our village.

This is a beanie pattern. If you prefer a slouchier hat or one that you can fold up, have a look at Langfield.”

- Martina Behm
Easy
Martina Behm

"Shawlettes in garter stitch are my favorite: They look great in a colorful yarn, they are squishy and warm your neck, and they are so easy to knit that even beginners will enjoy making them. This shawlette is named “Easy” because it is just that: So simple to knit, but the biased construction and change of knitting direction will bring out the best of a multicolored yarn. It is long and skinny and can be wrapped around several times, or tied with a knot.”

- Martina Behm

Featured Pattern
Name: Easy
Availability: €4.30 EUR on Ravelry
Needles: 3mm (US 2)

Featured Yarn
Zauberball® by Schoppel
459 yards/ball - 1 ball
75% Superwash Wool, 25% Nylon
Shown in color #2308
Blunk the Hat
Designer: Martina Behm
Yarn: Zauberball® Crazy by Schoppel

“When I invented the “Tensfield” and “Langfield” hats, my focus was on a seamless hat that could be adjusted to the wearer’s head during the knitting. My family and I are super-fond of our hats and wear them all the time – but my geometrically inclined mind would not stop reasoning until it found a way to make such a hat that would also be symmetrical. So here is Blunk, a cousin to the Tensfield hat that you will certainly enjoy knitting, too! As usual, you can use anything you have in your stash as gauge does not matter at all, and you can adjust it to a newborn’s head as well as to your own. This hat will turn out particularly nice in a handspun yarn with long color changes. The name? “Blunk” is the village next to Tensfeld, right around the corner from Damsdorf, my home.

The hat is knit modularly, there are no seams. Gaps on top are closed using a three-needle bind-off. As all hats, it is 3-dimensional.” - Martina Behm

Featured Pattern
Name: Blunk the Hat
Availability: €4.30 EUR on Ravelry
Needle: 2.25mm

Featured Yarn
Zauberball® Crazy by Schoppel
459 yards/ball - 1 ball
75% Superwash Wool, 25% Nylon
Shown in color #2170

Martina Behm
Ripple As You Go
Designer: Amanda ‘Mandobug’ Mannas
Yarn: Zauberball® Cotton by Schoppel

Featured Pattern
Name: Ripple As You Go
Availability: $Free Download on Ravelry
Hook: 3.75mm

Featured Yarn
Zauberball® Cotton by Schoppel
462 yards/ball - 2 balls for large size shown
1-2 balls depending on size
100% Organic Cotton
Shown in color #2339

“Have you ever been intimidated to “join as you go”? There’s no fear here! In this pattern, you will learn how to join motifs “as you go” for a seamless finish!

This bright and fun wrap has a lacy ripple body. It’s a thrill to watch the colors change and the various stitches keeps things interesting.”

- Amanda Mannas
Langfield
Designer: Martina Behm
Yarn: Nimbus Multi by Zitron

Featured Pattern
Name: Langfield
Availability: €4.30 EUR on Ravelry
Needle: 4mm (US 6)

Featured Yarn
Nimbus Multi by Zitron
109 yards/ball - 2 balls
100% Organic Merino Wool
Shown in color #30

“Make a hat that will fit anyone from baby to adult! No matter what kind of yarn you use, what size your head is or what gauge you are knitting at: This hat is adjusted as you go, you can make it tight or a little looser, and you can also choose how long you want it to be. Fold it up or wear it slouchy-style.

The interesting 3-dimensional construction looks particularly good in a gradient yarn or your very own handspun, or use scraps of sock yarn. Anything will work! This is a sister pattern to my beanie hat pattern “Tensfield”. “Langfield” is a slouchy hat.”
- Martina Behm
Open Waters Shawl
Melanie Berg

**Featured Pattern**
Name: Open Waters Shawl
Availability: €6.00 EUR on Ravelry
Needles: 3mm (US 2) & 3.75mm (US 5)

**Featured Yarn**
YAK by Zitron
546 yards/hank - 2 hanks
70% Merino Extrafine Tasmanian Wool, 30% Yak
Shown in color #008

“When I first started thinking about this design and what I wanted, I stumbled over a photograph of a whale shark and its fascinating patterning. I looked at many other pictures, but somehow kept coming back to this one.

This shawl is my take on translating this graphic pattern into knitwear—its wavy lines, its dots and the fluid overall impression.”

- Melanie Berg